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Number and Operations
E

NVISION the four-year-old who is just beginning to connect number words

with quantities, and compare him or her with the seven-year-old who can
reason through multidigit computations using mental strategies. Students
grow tremendously in their knowledge of number and operations in the years from
prekindergarten through second grade. Across those formative years, the foundation for students’ formal mathematical learning is established.
One of the most important accomplishments for young students is the development of number sense, or the ability to use numbers flexibly, meaningfully, and
confidently. Number sense develops as students start to understand numbers, ways
of representing numbers, and, most important, relationships among numbers. The
meanings students establish for small numbers will build a strong conceptual base
for subsequent work with place value, larger numbers, and the operations of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. Students begin by learning the correct
number sequence and acquiring methods for accurately counting sets of objects.
Their understanding of numbers takes on new meaning when they connect counting
with an understanding of quantity, or cardinality. Students make a major leap when
they can see and think groups of twos and threes. This ability is the basis for developing part-whole ideas for small numbers, which is eventually extended to larger
numbers in which parts can be ten, hundred, or thousand, leading to an understanding of place value and the structure of the base-ten number system.
Students’ everyday experiences in solving problems that involve combining and
separating objects become formalized during the early elementary school years as
addition and subtraction. Students acquire various meanings of addition and subtraction of whole numbers and come to understand the relationship between those
two operations. For example, students gain experience with subtraction concepts in
take-away, comparison, and missing addend situations. Students also have everyday experiences in solving problems that involve making equal groupings of
objects and sharing equally. Such experiences form the basis for understanding
multiplication and division.
Students develop computation strategies during the years from prekindergarten
to second grade. The range of computational strategies progresses from direct modCopyright © 2010 by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, Inc. www.nctm.org. All rights
reserved. This material may not be copied or distributed electronically or in other formats without written
permission from NCTM.
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eling strategies to counting strategies to sophisticated numerical reasoning strategies. When combining seven pencils and five pencils, young students may need to
represent both quantities with objects. After representing both sets, they may count
all the objects starting at 1. As students gain experience combining sets, they
become able to start at 7 and count on the other pencils, “eight, nine, ten, eleven,
twelve.” When students are able to decompose numbers into small quantities and
reason with relationships between numbers, they are ready to move into using
numerical reasoning to solve problems. For example, a student may reason, “I can
break the five pencils into a group of three pencils and a group of two pencils.
Then I can add 7 and 3 to get 10, and then two more pencils gives me 10 plus 2,
which equals 12, for a total of twelve pencils.”
The assessment tasks in this chapter have been designed and selected for their
alignment with the NCTM (2000) Number and Operation Standards and
Expectations for prekindergarten through second grade. Our hope is that these
tasks open a window to young students’ knowledge of number and operations and
foster teachers’ insights into the thinking and reasoning of their students. As with
any assessment, teachers need to think about why they select a particular task, how
it might need to be adjusted for their students, and how they are going to use the
information to monitor and further support the development of students’ mathematical knowledge.
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Number and Operations Assessment Items
Standard: Understand numbers, ways of representing numbers, relationships among numbers, and number systems
Expectations
• Count with understanding and recognize “how many” in sets of objects
• Develop understanding of the relative magnitude of whole numbers
• Connect number words and numerals to the quantities they represent

1
Seven Objects
Grade range: Pre-K–1
About the mathematics: Students’ number sense develops as they develop
understanding of the size of numbers. The “Seven Objects” task gives teachers
insight into students’ understanding of quantity and the magnitude of numbers,
specifically that of the selected target number. The task requires students to
have a sense of how many things “seven” represents. Students are asked to
provide non-examples and to discuss the strategies they used for making their
selections.

TASK
I was counting objects in our classroom. I counted exactly 7 of the same thing.
What objects in our classroom might I have been counting? Tell me why you
picked those objects.
What are some objects in our classroom that couldn’t be the ones I counted?
Why couldn’t they be those objects?
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Using this assessment task: This task is designed for use with individual
students, thus allowing the teacher to ask probing questions to determine how
the child is reasoning about his or her choice. The teacher will need to identify
a target number appropriate for the child. The target number should be based
on an exact counting of an object in the classroom. For example, exactly seven
tables, or seven baskets, may be present in the classroom. The intent of the
task is not for the child to guess what object the teacher counted but rather, to
identify a set of objects that has the same quantity. Asking the student to
explain why he or she selected a particular set of objects not only lends insight
into the student’s thinking but also introduces and models the concept of justifying one’s answer. Asking the student to explain why some objects would not
be reasonable choices leads to further insight into the student’s reasoning and
sense of number magnitude.
Solution: An appropriate solution would identify or describe any set of exactly
seven like items that can be found in the classroom setting. In many classrooms, seven windows or seven tables may be an appropriate response,
whereas seven pencils or seven people may not be reasonable. A response that
is out of context, such as seven lions, would also be unreasonable.

Continuum of Understanding
Limited Understanding
•
•

States a solution that far exceeds 7 or could not possibly be 7
Interprets the problem as if asked to rote count to 7

Developing Understanding
•
•
•

Offers a solution that is fairly close to the total quantity of 7 and provides a reasonable explanation for the selection
Identifies or describes seven random, unlike items found in the classroom, or a
subset of a larger group of the same items, such as chairs
Recognizes a group of seven objects, for example, may state, “I have seven
fish,” but is unaware that the task asks for items in the classroom

Complete Understanding
•
•
•
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Correctly identifies an object in the classroom that can be counted exactly
seven times and provides a sound explanation for the selection
Recognizes the possibility of multiple correct solutions
Recognizes a possible answer as too many or too few; for example, may state,
“It can’t be the blocks, because if I counted all the blocks, it would be a lot
more than seven.”
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Looking for Evidence of Understanding
Susan: Limited Understanding
Susan almost immediately said “children.” She explained that a lot of children are
in the classroom and that seven is a lot.

Ronaldo: Developing Understanding
Ronaldo also selected “children” and explained that he had counted seven children. When the teacher asked him whether he should also count the other children
in the classroom, he said he didn’t need to, because he had already counted seven
of them. Ronaldo interpreted the task as asking about at least seven objects, not
exactly seven. All of his non-examples were quantities smaller than seven, such as
one teacher or two sinks.

Maurice: Complete Understanding
After the problem was posed, Maurice quietly looked around the classroom. Then
he said, “It could be posters because I counted seven of them on the wall, or it
might be pine cones because I think I see seven on the science table.” He went on
to say, “There are seven projects hanging up because not all people have finished
them yet.” Maurice had a clear understanding that multiple solutions were possible,
and he had a sense of seven as a quantity. He easily provided non-examples, such
as chairs, books, people, and crayons. He also commented, “It couldn’t be days on
the calendar, because there are thirty or thirty-one days in a month.”

Variations for the Range of Learners
•

•

The task can be made less or more challenging by decreasing or increasing the
target number, depending on the situation and the child. For example, if the
class has fifteen students, the problem would be more accessible to some students by using 15 as the target number. For very young children, using a smaller target number, such as 2 or 4, might be more appropriate.
The setting “in our classroom” can be changed to be less restrictive. Omitting
the specific setting may make some solutions, such a number of siblings or pets,
more accessible for some students.
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Standard: Understand numbers, ways of representing numbers, relationships among numbers, and number systems
Expectations
• Count with understanding
• Demonstrate understanding of the cardinality of numbers
• Demonstrate understanding of the relative magnitude of whole numbers
• Connect number words with the quantities they represent using physical
models

2
Bears in the Box
Grade range: Pre-K–1
About the mathematics: The “Bears in the Box” task lends insight into
students’ understanding of counting, cardinality of numbers, and magnitude
of numbers. Specifically, it requires students first to estimate the number of
objects in a set of about twenty objects and then to count the objects. A student’s realization that the last counting word tells “how many” indicates an
understanding of the cardinality of the set. Next the task presents an opportunity
to assess a student’s ability to compare the relative magnitude of numbers.

TASK
Fill a small box with bear counters all the way to the top. The box should hold
at least twenty bears. Show the open, filled box to the student, and then pose
the following questions:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

How many bears do you think are in the box?
Next count the bears to find out how many are in the box.
How many bears are in the box?
Is that number more bears or fewer bears than you predicted?

Source: Adapted from Early Numeracy Interview Booklet by Department of Education, Employment, and Training
(Melbourne, Victoria, Australia: State Government Victoria, 2001).
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Using this assessment task: If bear counters are not available, use other
small countable objects, such as cubes, and adjust the questions accordingly.
The container should be filled to the top with at least twenty counters. A small
cup can be used in place of the box. This task is most effectively used with
individual students. It can be administered in small groups, but some students
are likely to base their predictions on the responses of other students rather
than their own reasoning. If you are working with a small group, emphasize to
the students that they should think about the amount in their heads and not say
a word out loud. Ask each student to very quietly whisper the prediction to the
teacher who will record it.
Solution: The solution will vary from student to student. A complete solution
should include evidence that a student can count the objects correctly and
determine whether his or her estimate is more than or fewer than the actual
count. A wide range of responses should be considered reasonable for the estimate. The teacher will need to determine the reasonableness of the estimate on
the basis of the objects and container. For example, if five bears can be seen on
the top layer, then that number would not be a reasonable estimate, because the
student should realize that more bears lie below that layer. However, if the box
contains twenty bears, a reasonable estimate may be in the range from ten to
thirty.

Continuum of Understanding
Beginning Understanding
•
•
•
•

Counts incorrectly (e.g., skips objects, double counts objects, uses an incorrect
counting sequence)
Does not demonstrate an understanding of the cardinality of the set of objects
Guesses an amount far greater or far less than the actual amount
Is unable to compare the amounts

Developing Understanding
•
•

Makes minor counting errors, but demonstrates cardinality
Accurately compares the estimate with the amount counted

Complete Understanding
•
•
•

Counts correctly, and demonstrates cardinality
Makes a reasonable estimate
Accurately compares estimate with the number of objects
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Looking for Evidence of Understanding
Aidan: Beginning Understanding
For a box that held twenty-three bears, Aidan, a four-year-old, predicted “hundred”
because it is a big number and the quantity in the box looked like a lot of bears. As
he counted, he stated a correct number sequence to twelve but then counted
“three-teen, five-teen, sixteen, and seventeen.” He stopped counting at seventeen
because he had lost track of the bears he had counted and those yet to be counted.
When the teacher asked him how many bears were in the box, he answered
“Hundred” and added, “but I can’t count that far.” Aidan had acquired a beginning
understanding of counting but did not demonstrate cardinality or a sense of the
magnitude of numbers.

Victor: Developing Understanding
Victor, a five-year-old, predicted forty-four bears. Victor counted the bears by ones
and attempted to keep track of the objects. After he lost track of the bears he had
already counted, he asked if he could start over. After he started over for the third
time, he counted all the bears but skipped “fifteen” in his word sequence. When he
was finished, he said that his final count was twenty-two and that it was close to his
guess but smaller.

Mayme: Complete Understanding

Mayme, a six-year-old, first predicted “fifteen” but then changed her response to
“12 bears.” Then she poured the bears from the box onto the table and began
counting by twos. She carefully separated the bears that she had counted from
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those that she had not yet counted. When she reached twelve, she laughed and
immediately acknowledged that her prediction had been too low. She accurately
counted twenty-three bears in the box. The teacher asked whether she could figure
out how many more bears were in the box than her prediction. Mayme counted
out twelve bears by twos and put them to one side. Then she counted the remaining bears by twos. She said and wrote, “11 more bears than I thought.”

Variations for the Range of Learners
For those students who have limited experience counting and quantifying sets of
objects, the teacher may choose to use fewer objects. More experienced students
may be challenged by using a greater number of objects and by being asked to
determine the difference between their estimate and the actual number of objects.

Standard: Understand numbers, ways of representing numbers, relationships among numbers, and number systems
Expectations
• Recognize “how many” in sets of objects
• Demonstrate understanding of the relative magnitude of whole numbers
• Connect number words with the quantities they represent, using various
physical models and representations

3
Dot Plates
Grade range: Pre-K–1
About the mathematics: Subitizing is the ability to quickly “see” a collection
of items and to label it with a number. That ability sets the stage for seeing and
working with groups of objects rather than individual items. It also takes students beyond counting to considering relationships between and among numbers. The “Dot Plates” task gives the teacher a way to assess students’ ability
to recognize small sets of objects (e. g., to see twos and threes) in patterned
arrangements and tell how many objects are present without counting.
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TASK
Prepare a set of dot plates as shown here.

(a) I’m going to show you a dot plate very quickly. I want you to think
about the pattern of dots that you see. (Show the pattern for about two
seconds, and then turn it over and hide it.)
(b) How many dots did you see?
(c) Describe how you saw the dots?
Repeat the process for the other dot plates.

Using this assessment task: To make a set of dot plates, place dot stickers
or draw dots in the patterns shown on white paper plates. For older students or
for students with more experience working with quantities, additional dot plates in
patterns that range from five to ten dots can be included. The dot arrangements
should consist of patterns commonly found on dice or dominos as well as some
novel patterns. Ensure that the dots are arranged in recognizable groupings that
reveal students’ abilities to see groups of twos and threes embedded in the patterns having more dots. This task is designed for use with individual students,
allowing the teacher to ask probing questions to determine how the student saw
the dots. Watch the students’ eyes to determine whether they are counting by
ones or whether they appear to recognize groups of twos and threes. Prompt the
students to describe how the dots are arranged on each plate.
Solution: The correct solution is the quantity of dots on each plate. Students’
explanations will vary but should include evidence to indicate whether the student is counting by ones or is reasoning with groups of two and groups of three.

Continuum of Understanding
Initial Reasoning
May “see” the collection of two dots and perhaps the collection of three dots but
still want to count by ones to check
Must count the other dot patterns by ones to determine the total amount
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Developing Reasoning
Quickly and confidently sees and labels the collections of two and three dots
Recognizes the common dice or domino pattern for five dots, may recognize the
common pattern for six dots, but needs to count the novel patterns by ones

Strong Reasoning
Quickly “sees” and labels the common patterned collections of up to six items with
the correct number, and explains how the pattern is composed of twos and threes
Quickly determines the total in the novel patterns by reasoning with groups of twos
and threes (e.g., “I saw two and two more, and that is four.”)

Looking for Evidence of Understanding
Tracey: Initial Reasoning
Tracey tried to count by ones for each dot pattern. For the patterns with several
dots, she often said, “I didn’t have time to count it all.” For the plate with two dots,
she said, “Two” but then added, “I think it was two.” Tracey counted by ones for
the plate with three dots.

Chase: Developing Reasoning
Chase quickly recognized the quantities on the plates with two, three, and five dots.
For the plate with six dots, he said, “Three and three” but did not know the total
number of dots unless he counted by ones. For each of the novel patterns, he replied,
“I don’t know that one” and said he would need to count it to find the answer.

Logan: Strong Reasoning
Logan was able to quickly recognize or determine the total number of dots on all
the plates. For two, three, and five, he said, “I just knew it as soon as I saw it.” For
six, he said, “Three and three is six.” For the novel pattern with five dots, he said,
“There’s three on the bottom, two are going up, and that makes five.”

Variations for the Range of Learners
To increase the challenge of the task, make some dot plates that have morecomplex patterns, such as those shown below, or show two plates at a time. To
lessen the challenge, limit the arrangements of dots to the familiar patterns found
on dice and double-six dominoes.
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